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Introduction.
In The geometry of the Weddle manifold Wp [l]f there arises
the necessity for investigating involution curves, some of which cover Wp,
while others cover the sections of Wp by its F-loci. Since the points of an involution curve Vk are in (1, 1) correspondence with the &-ads from the members of a pencil of «-ics, Vk may be constructed as follows: Assign the
parameter t to the points of a norm curve Nh in Sk. The hyperplanes of the
curve given by a general member of the pencil intersect in Cn,k points, the
locus of which is the curve Vk of order C„_i,i!_i. The involution curves of Wp
are particularized by the fact that the pencil of w-ics contains one member
with a number of double roots. In the study of these it is important to determine the genus; it is likewise necessary to discover what multiple points are
introduced by the special «-ic if we are to ascertain the effect of the Cremona
transformations
associated with Wp. The article just cited makes no attempt
to solve these problems except for special values of n, k. In the present paper
(§§1-4) we solve them for general n, k where one w-ic of the pencil possesses y

distinct double roots

Sn/2).

We determine the genus of Vk by applying to the correspondence
between the points of Nk and the points of Vk Zeuthen's formula:

set up

V-r1'=2a(p'-l)-2a'(p-l).
Here a, a' are the indices of the correspondence, p, p' the genera of the curves,
and
r)' the numbers of branch points of the curves. 77,17' may be calculated
in either of two ways. By the first method, the point h of Nk is counted v-i—1
times as a branch point if V\ of the points y of Vk corresponding to h coalesce
at 7 on the same branch of Vk. Hence we must first investigate the multiple
points of Vk. This method I use in §1, and used originally in §2. The second
much more elegant method, which may be applied at once without a study
of the multiple points, was pointed out to me by O. Zariski. It depends on
the following criterion for the multiplicity of a coincidence in an (a, a') correspondence between two algebraic curves V and V: Let P0 be a point on the
* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1936; received by the editors March 27, 1936, and, in

revised form, August 27, 1936.
f Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography
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Riemann surface of V; as a variable point P of V, very near P0, turns around
P0, the corresponding a' points on V may be permuted among themselves. If
this permutation
consists of cycles of periods V\,
vm,
1Pj=cv/),
then to the point P0 there corresponds on F', m coincidences of multiplicities
Vi, Vt, • • • , vm respectively. P0 then contributes to 77the value T"!. Jvi—1).
By means of this method we readily study the special cases of §6, where some
or all of the j double roots of the special w-ics coincide. It is interesting to
note that n, 77' are not always identical for the two definitions, though their
difference is the same for each.
In §3 we determine the multiple points of Vk for j> \ by comparing the
value of its genus as obtained in §2 to the value determined by the first
method. In §4 we check this result by a projective study of Vk as part of the
intersection T of k —1 hypersurfaces.
These hypersurfaces are represented
by the vanishing of k —1 determinants of highest order selected in a special
way from a matrix whose elements are binary w-ics. The order of the manifold represented by the vanishing of all the determinants of highest order in
such a matrix has been studied by Brill [2] as the order of a restricted system
of equations. One reason for the introduction of this second proof is the light
that it throws upon such manifolds; in particular the machinery set up for
our work shows that Brill's formulas may be more easily obtained from the
study of a dual matrix whose elements are linear forms in several variables.
We thus prove that Brill's problem reduces to a special case of those investigated by Salmon, Roberts, Cayley, and Pieri. A more important reason for
the projective method is that it introduces interesting manifolds associated
with Vk; also it seems adapted to the study of manifolds which are obtained
from Vk by generalization.
In §5 we prove an interesting identity involving binomial coefficients
which I have not found in the literature.
1. The involution
curve of the general pencil. The pencil of w-ics
[(ait)", (a2t)n] contains 2(n —1) members with a double root each. We have
for Nk, Vk:
(1)

a = k,

Since the involution

a' = Cn_i,jfe_i,

p = 0,

p' = pk.

curve has no multiple points, we easily calculate

by the first method:
(2)
Substituting

(3)

r, = 2(n-

l)(k - 1)Cn—2,fc—1,

7)' = 2(fl — l)C„_2,A;-2-

these values in Zeuthen's

formula, we have

pk = (n — k)C-

— Cn,k + 1 •

rj, 77'
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This is unaltered when k and n —k are interchanged,
checking the fact that
&-ads and complementary
(n —£)-ads in the pencil of w-ics determine two
curves in (1, 1) correspondence.
2. The genus of the involution curve V'* for which one »-ic possesses several double roots. Let the pencil contain one n-ic withy distinct double roots,

while there are 2(n —\)—j n-ics with a double root each. Since the w-ics of
the latter type behave as before with respect to v, rj', we have for these
no = {In — 2 — j)(k — l)C„_2,*-i,

170'= (2« — 2 — f*)C»_i,*_i

so that
(1)

Vo- Vo = (2n — 2 — j)(n — k — 1)C«^S,*_S.

To determine the special w-ic's contributions
vs, 77/ to 77,77', we use Zariski's
argument.
Let the special w-ic of the pencil correspond to the value x0 of the parameter x. As x very near x0 turns around x0, the roots of the n-ic corresponding to x
will be permuted, the permutation consisting of j cycles of period two and
n—2j cycles of period one. For convenience we write this permutation
(2)

5 = (tutu)

■ ■ • (tiita)

■ ■ ■ (/;i/,2)(ti)(t2)

• • • (t„_2,-).

A corresponding permutation
2 takes place among the £-ads of t's, r's chosen
from the roots of the »-ic. As x approaches x0, a letter of the ith. cycle approaches the point P, of Nh corresponding to the double root of the special
n-ic, and m approaches the point Qh of Nk. The &-ads of t's and r's approach
points ?r(/, r) of Vk. To find the number of coincidences on Vk corresponding
to Pi or Qh, we let ti or rh turn around Pi or Qh, and write down the corresponding permutation on the £-ads involving ti or t». From this it is seen that
the Pi are not branch points, since the corresponding permutations
are induced by 22, and 2 is of period two. The permutations corresponding to Qh
are induced by 2, under which the £-ads actually permuted are those and
only those which contain one only of some pair (tutu). Such a &-ad is interchanged with another as rh turns about Qh. The total number of &-ads containing one and only one point from each of r pairs (tiu ti2), 1 ^r^j,
and k—r —2l
points Th, 0s[/2*/—r,

is C,-,rC,_r,; Cn-i.i,k-r-ii2r.

Since each such £-ad contains

k—r —2l branch points, and since the &-ads are permuted

in pairs by 2, we

have
j

(3)

)'—r

77s= ^L, S Cj,rCj-r,lCn-Zi,k-r-2l(k
r=l

— Y — 2l)2r~1.

!=0

A point ir(t, r) of Vk, for which the &-ad turning

about it contains

one and
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only one point of a pair (tata) cannot be a branch point, since the corresponding permutation
among the t's is induced by S2. The k-ads containing both
members of / such pairs and k —21 points rh(l Sl^i)
are Cjti Cn-2i,k-n in num-

ber. Hence
j
(4)

7?/ =

CjjCn-ij.k-ul1=1

The decrease in pk due to the presence of the special n-ic is therefore
p = —;\j{n

2k \

— k — l)Cn-2,k-2 + S Ci,iCn-2j,k-2il

i=i

(5)

J

f—r

\

— X) H Cj,rCj-r,lCn-2j,k-r-2l(k
r=l

— T — 2/)2r_1> ,

i-0

)

and
(6)

pk = (n — £)C„_i,i_i — G».» + 1 - p.

3. The multiple points of Vk. The special n-ic introduces whatever multiple points exist. We determine what their nature must be to produce the
value t)s—t]l obtained from §2, (3), (4). Let the special n-ic be (tsi)(tsi)
■ ■ ■ (ts})(tSj)(Ui)(tti) ■ ■ ■ (ttn-2,). Then the point Pi(si, St, s2, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sh sh h,
t2, ■ ■ ■ , 4-2i) is a simple point on Vk and contributes 0 to ns and I to n's. There
are yji=1C,,i Cn-2j,k-2i such points. At the point
PAS!,

s2, ' ' ' , $r, Sr+1, Sr+l,

* " " | $r+l,

ST+l, t\, t2, • • • , tk-r—2l)

there are 2r_1 or fewer branches, since Si(i%r) meets Vk here in at most 2r_1
points. If there are 2r_1 branches, the contribution to 77s due to the ^'s and the
5,'s (t>r) at the point is (k—r —f) 2r_1; the s/s (i^r) contribute nothing.
On the other hand, the contribution
to 77/ due to Pri is 2-2r_1. If the number
of branches is smaller, the contributions to r/s due to this point increase, while
that to »7,' decreases. There are Zl-!iZi=o^i>
Cy_,,i Cn-ij,h-r-si such points.
Hence only if there are 2r_1 branches at each point PTi, can we have

i «'—'
(1)

Vs — Ve = S
r=l

i

C j.rC ,_r. I.C„-2 i. k-r-2l( k — Y — 2l)2r~1 — ^
!=0

C j. I C„_2 jr.k-2ll,

1=1

the value obtained from §2, (3), (4).
Theorem
1. The point PT\ described above is a 2r~1-fold point on Vk; in the
calculation of the genus it is equivalent to (r — 1) 2 r~2 ordinary double points.

The first statement we have just proved. If the second holds, the decrease
in the genus due to the special «-ic must be written:
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P = 2 2 CjirCj-r,lCn-2i,lc-r-2l{r ~ 1)2^.

(2)

r=2

i-0

Equating the right-hand
after simplification:

members of (2) and §2, (5) leads to the following,
i

i—r

(3) j(tl — k - l)C„_2,fc-2 = X) HCj.rCj-r.lCn^j.k-r^likr
r=0

That (3) is satisfied under the conditions
4. The study

— r — 202r_1.

1=0

of Vk from a projective

of our problem is proved in §5.
view point;

its multiple

points

and

the manifolds associated with it. Let the pencil of w-ics [(drf)", (d2t)n] be contained in a linear system 2i_i = [(dit)n, ((hi)", ■ ■ ■ , (akt)n]. The &-ads of the
pencil represent the points of a curve on the surface Mn~k+l of order n —k + 1
given by the equation
(fli/i)n

(a2h)n

■ ■ ■ (akh)n

(ait2)n

(a2t2)"

■ • ■ {akt2y

(aitk)n

(a2tk)'

= 0,

(1)

where h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tk are interpreted

(aktk)'

as Darboux

coordinates

in the space Sk.

Take the matrix

U =

(aifi)"

(a2h)n

• ■ • (a2k-2h)n

(ait2)n

(a2t2)n

■ ■ ■ (a2k_2t2)n

(axtk)n

(a2tk)n

■ ■ ■ (a2k^2tk)n

where the w-ics are linearly independent. Hence k ^ (w+3)/2; if not, we study
instead the curve determined by the complementary
(n —&)-ads. L\ may be
written briefly as (d\d2 ■ ■ ■a2k_2). From Lx select any set of k —1 determinants
such that the only columns common to all are (did2), while each new determinant is obtained from that last found by dropping the third column
and inserting as final column one not previously used. A typical set is
(aid2 ■ ■ ■ ak), (aididi

■ ■ ■ ak+i), ■ • ■ , (did2ak+i ■ ■ ■ d2k~2). Such a set we define

as a set S of determinants.
The linearly independent
w-ics (dit)n, ■ • ■ , (dmt)n, m^n+l,
determine
n+1 linearly independent
ra-ics, (c1t)n, (c2t)n, ■ ■ ■ , (cn+it)n, such that
is apolar to (djt)» i
In Sn the hyperplane (djt)n is on the point (erf) n, i ^j.
Thus the &-ad (th t2, ■ ■ ■, tk) making vanish the determinants of highest order
of the matrix (did2 ■ ■ ■dm), m^k, represents an Sk-i (on the points h, ■ ■ ■,tk

6
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Nk) joined

to the Sn-m[(cm+it)n,

the 5*_i meets

(cm+2t)n, ■ ■ ■ , (cn+1t)n] by

the Sn-m in an Sk-m; that

■ ■ ■ (ttk) is apolar to k —m + 1 independent

is, the k-ic (qt)k

members

[(cm+1t)n, ■ ■ ■ , (cn+1t)n]. If J^"l1m+1\i(ciq)k(cit)n-k

of the linear

= 0, we have

n-k

+ 1

equations in n—m+l X's. If there are k —m+l independent solutions, the
rank of the matrix of the system must be n —k. Thus the determinants
of
highest order in the matrix must vanish, which we indicate by writing
[cm+icro+2• • • c„+i]=0.

The k-a.d (h, k, ■ ■ • , 4) making

vanish

the determi-

nants of highest order of a matrix (a^ ■ ■ • am), m>k, represents an Sk-i such
that there are only k —1 conditions imposed for any hyperplane which is a
linear combination
of {axt)n, (a2t)n, ■ ■ ■ , (amt)n to be on the Sn-i- The S*-i
must therefore meet the Sn-m[(cm+it)n, (cm+2t)n, ■ ■ , (cn+it)n] in a point; that

is, (qt)h = (tti) (tt2) • • ■ (ttk) is apolar

to a member

[(cn+it)n,

(cm+2t)n, ■ ■ • , (c„+i/)"].

n—m+l

X's. For a solution to exist, the determinant

of n —m + l equations.

Thus

As before,

again

of the linear

we have

the matrix

system

n —k + 1 equations

in

must vanish for each set
[cm+iCm+2■ ■ ■ cn+1]=0.

We

note here that in either case the manifold represented
by the matrix
(aia2 • ■ ■am) =0, where the elements are binary «-ics, may likewise be represented by the matrix [cm+\Cm+2■ ■ ■cn+i] =0, where the elements are linear in
the coefficients of (qf)k. Hence the formulas developed by Brill for the order

of a manifold (ata2 ■■ ■am)=0 (cf. [2], pp. 391-395), may be more easily determined

from the dual matrix

[cm+icm+2• ■ ■ cn+i] =0. For if we interpret

the

coefficients of (qt)k as variables, the latter becomes a matrix whose elements
are linear forms. Such a matrix of i rows and j columns (i^j) is of order

Cf-! (cf. [3], p. 63).
We state without proof two preliminary
well known.

theorems,

the first of which is

Theorem
1. If in a matrix of m rows and n columns (m<n) every determinant of the mth order containing a certain set of i columns vanishes, while the i
columns are not linearly dependent, then every determinant of the mth order in
the matrix vanishes.
Theorem
2. The determinants of a set S chosen as above from L\, when
divided by appropriate products and equated to zero, represent a set of hypersurfaces M",)k+i which intersect in a manifold Ts of dimension one.

The truth of this theorem is implicitly assumed by Brill [2], though he
does not use the geometric interpretation
of this article. It may be checked
by showing that the t's of a &-ad which represents a point on Ts are the roots
of a &-ic apolar to a point n-ic in each of the Sn-k's represented by the determinants of S; the k —1 conditions imposed on the coefficients of the £-ic
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can be proved linearly independent.
One part of Ts is the curve Vk. Another
is the curve VA whose points are represented by the £-ads making vanish
all the determinants of highest order in L\.
We now proceed to the fundamental theorems of this section.

Theorem

3. No part of Vk (except for a finite number of points) can appear

multiply in any IY
If a point is of multiplicity two or more for the intersection curve of k —1
surfaces in Sk, while it is an ordinary point for each surface, the tangent hyperplanes of the surfaces at that point must have at least an S2 in common
(cf. [4], p. 191); that is, at most only k —2 tangent hyperplanes can be linearly
independent. It may then be readily proved that at least one surface in the
linear system determined by the k —1 M"(s)k+1must have a double point here.
However, no surface which is a linear combination of the M"8)k+1can have a
multiple point at any point determined from a non-singular w-ic of the pencil.
Theorem 4. There is no point on Vk common to the curves residual to Vk in
all possible Ts's determined from every matrix L having the first two columns in

common with L\.
We show that given Vk determined
by the pencil [(ait)n, (a2t)n], and
(qt)k = (th) (tt2) ■ • • (ttk), any k-ic factor of (arf)we
can find a matrix L such
that the point T(th h, ■ ■ ■ , tk) is on TB for every set M"e)k+1, but is on no
curve residual to Vk.
If k = 2, Ts and Vk are identical, so that the theorem is obvious. If £ = 3,
L is of the form (aia2a3a4). Te is given by the simultaneous vanishing either of
(aia^az), (ai02a4), or of the dual c-matrices, [c4c5 • • • cn+1], [c3c5 ■ ■ ■cn+i\. From
the latter representation its order is found to be (n —2)2. Vk is represented by
(axa2)=0,

or

[c3c4 ■ • • cn+i]=0;

VA by

(aia2a3a^) =0,

or

[c5c6 ■ ■ ■ c„+i]=0.

Their orders are respectively Cn_i,„_3, Cn-i,n-i- Since the order of T8 is precisely the sum of those of Vk, VA, our theorem is proved for this case if we
can show that a matrix can be found for which T is not on VA. For k>3 we
determine the conditions to be satisfied if T is on a curve residual to Vk and
VA in r„. Ts is given by the vanishing of k —1 a-matrices, or the k —1 dual
c-matrices:
(2a)
(2b)

(aia2a3

■ ■ ■ ak), (aia2at

[ck+l ■ ■ ■ Cn+i],

■ ■ ■ ak+i),

[ck+2 ■ ■ ■ Cn+lCi],

■ ■ ■ , (aia2ak+i

■ ■ ■ , [c2k-l

■ ■ ■ a2k_2) = 0,

■ ■ ■ Cn+iC3 ■ ■ ■ ck] =0.

It is made up of Vk, given by [c3c4■ • ■cn+].]=0, and of irreducible
each of which is on at least one of the manifolds:
(3)

[ck+2 • • • cB+i],

[ck+s ■ ■ ■ cn+ic3],

curves

• • • , [c2k-i ■ ■ ■ c„+ic3 • • • Cjfc_iJ = 0.

J. h. chanler
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For consider an irreducible curve V which is part of r„, and for which
[cic+2■ • ■ cn+i]^0. By Theorem 1, [ck+1 ■ ■ ■cn+ic3]=0 for V. If none of (3)
is satisfied, repeated applications of Theorem 1 prove that for the points of V,
[ck+i ■ ■ ■cn+\C3■ ■ ■Cfc]=0; thus V coincides with all or part of Vk. Since no
part of Vk can figure multiply in Ts [cf. Theorem 3], a point T on a curve
residual to Vk must therefore make vanish one of the matrices of (3),
say [ck+t ■ ■ ■cn+i]. Let us further suppose that T is not on VA, so that
[c2k-i ■ ■ ■ cn+i]^0. Then the polar with respect to (qt)* of a linear combination
of (ck+2t)
(c2k-2t)" is either identically zero or is the polar of a linear
combination

of {c2k-\t)n, ■ ■ ■ , (cn+1t)n. This

means

that

in Sn the

Sn-k+2

[{th)n, ■ ■ •,(«*)", (cu-it)», ■ ■■, (c+iO •] meets the
[(W)
■ ■- ,(c2k-2t)n]
in a point.
We now build a matrix L of the desired type. The hyperplane (a^)™ intersects the norm-curve Nk in h, ■ ■ • , tk, and is intersected by (a2i)" in an Sn-2.
In this S„-2 we choose n —2k+3 points (c2k-it)n, ■ ■ ■ , (cn+it)n, independent
of each other and of (Mr)", • • • , (M*)B. This insures that T is not on VA, and if
k = 3, we may choose for (ctt)n, (c4i)n any two further independent points in

the Sn-2- If k>3,

we proceed as follows: The points

(Mi)", • • • , (M*)",

(cik-it)", • ■ ■ , (cn+ii)n, determine
an S„-k+2- In the S„-2 of (ait)n we take
an S2k-S meeting the S„-k+2 in an ^-2. In the S2k-5 but outside the Sk-2
we choose 2k —4 independent
points (c3t)n, ■ • ■ , (c2k-2i)n, such that the
determined by any k —3 will not intersect the Sk-2. Then F cannot be on any
curve residual to Vk in a Ts. We take for (c\t)n, (c2i)n any two further inde-

pendent ra-ics, and from these e's the set of a's (including
termined.
Theorem

5. If a point is of multiplicity

au a2) may be de-

mfor all Ts's determined from every

matrix L, it is of multiplicity mfor VkTheorem

6. If an n-ic of the pencil contains k pairs of double roots ti = t2 = Si,

k = h = s2, ■ ■ ■ , t2k-\ = t2k= Sk, then the point

(s1} s2, ■ • ■ , sk) is a double point

for the surface Mn~k+1.
Taking the particular w-ic for (ait)n and recalling the equation (1) for
Mn~k+1, we see that the k lines of type h = Si, t2 = s2, • • • , 4-i = sk-i meet the
surface here in two coincident points. If this is not a double point of the surface, the k lines must lie in a common tangent hyperplane. A point of such a
line is (tsi)(ts2) ■ ■ ■ (tsk-i)(tt'), where t' may vary. The &-ic giving the intersections of the common tangent hyperplane with the normcurve must be
apolar to this &-ic and so may be written

E *<(>«)*+
a»(«0*.
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But if (jit)k may also be written
(vt)k m £*(*<)*
i=i

+ >**(«")*,

we must have \k=pk = 0, since there is no identity connecting kih powers of
k+l linear forms. Thus the hyperplane is a linear combination of the hyperplanes (tsi)h, (ts2)k, ■ ■ ■ , (tsk-i)k. Similarly it is a linear combination of any
k —1 of the hyperplanes (tsi)k, • • • , (tsk)k. Thus
k-l

k

i-l

j=2

and Xi = «j; = 0. Likewise all the other X's are zero. Hence no such hyperplane
exists, and (si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sk) is a double point of the surface.
Theorem 7. An Sk-i of the normcurve Nk meets the M"~k+l in an Mn~k+l
of similar type determined by a linear system ~Lk-2of (n —\)-ics related to the
normcurve iV*_1in Sk-iLet the hyperplane 5*-i have the parameter h on Nk. It meets Mn~k+1 in
a locus of points with fixed coordinate h. The (k —l)-ads giving the other coordinates are obtained after factoring (th) from a system (Xi, • • • , X*), where
yji_iX»(a,<i) " = 0. Due to this relation we have a linear system St_2 determined
by k —1 (n —l)-ics. Using also the theorem that the Sk-i's of a normcurve Nk
cut out on a fixed hyperplane of Nk the Sk-2s of an Nk~l in the hyperplane,
we may set up for ~Mn~k+lan equation similar to (1). By continuing this
process, we arrive at the general theorem:

Theorem 8. The Sk-T (r = 1, 2, • ■ • , k —2) which is the intersection of r hyperplanes h, h, ■ ■ ■ , tr of Nk meets the Mn~k+1 in an Mn~k+J of similar type
determined by a system ~S,k-r-\ of (n —r)-ics related to the normcurve Nk~r in the
Sk-r-

Theorem
(th)(tt2)

9. If the pencil contains an n-ic (tsi)(tsi)(ts2)(ts2) ■ ■ ■ (ts^its,)

■ ■ ■ (ttn-2,),

then at any point

Pri

(sh s2, ■ ■ ■ , sr, sr+i, sr+1, • • • , sr+i,

Sr+i, h, t2, • ■ • , tk-r-2i), the space Sr determined by the intersection of hyperplanes sr+i, Sr+i, • • • , sr+i, sr+i, h, t2, ■ • • , 4-r-2i is tangent to M"~k+1 (the inter-

section of Si with Si is the Sk-2 of Nk at si).
For by Theorems 7 and 8 this Sr meets Mn~k+l in an Mn~k+l with a double
point at Pri. Hence any line in Sr through PTi is tangent to Mn~k+1 at that
point.
Theorem
10. The point Pri of Theorem 9 is a point of multiplicity
least for all Ts's determined from every matrix L.

2r_1 at
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If r = k, the point is a double point for all Mn~k+1's [cf. Theorem 6], and
is therefore of multiplicity 2i_1 at least for the curve determined by any k —1
of the Mn~k+Vs. Iir<k,
PTi must be a simple point for the general Af"-*+l.
However, the tangent hyperplanes to the M"~k+1's at this point have a common Sr. Hence we may substitute for the original Mn~k+Vs of a set M^k+1
a system of k —1 independent Mn~k+Vs in which r—1 have double points at
Pri- Their intersection
has therefore at Pri a point of multiplicity
2r_1 at

least ([4], p. 191).
Theorem

11. The point Pri above described is a point of multiplicity

exactly

V-1 for Vk.
That the multiplicity is at least 2r_1 is evident from Theorems 5 and 10.
That Vk has no higher multiplicity at PTi is shown by the fact that any hyperplane Si (i^r) meets it here in only 2r_1 points.
We finally want to prove

Theorem 12. The restriction k^(n+3)/2
imposed on the curve Vk in this
section is valid for the generic curves [Wp, Sp] of Wp.
The curves meant are those cut out on Wp by (^+l)-secant
Sp's of Nip~l
as defined in [l], §5. They are related to a pencil of (2p— j)-ics containing
one member with p—j—l double roots (—2^j£p
—1). For y 2:0, they are
involution curves determined by (p— j)-ics of the pencil (cf. [l], §§4, 6, (4),
(7)); ior j=— 2, —1, they are projections of such curves (cf. [l], §6, (9)).
Since p— j^ (2p— j+3)/2
forj'St —3, the restriction is satisfied. Furthermore,
ior j^3, the restriction is also satisfied for the involution curve determined
from the ^>-ics of the pencil, which is a Cremona transform of the generic

curve (cf. [l], §6, (11)).
5. Proof of the identity (3) in §3. The identity is obviously true fory = 0.
In the following proof we assume n 2: 2j, j St 1, n 2: k 2:1. Wherever they occur,
we take C0,o= 1 and Co,t, = 0, if a<b. These conditions insure that the terms
of the right-hand member involve true binomial coefficients and are restrictions obviously imposed by the geometric aspects of our problem. We have
— r — 21)2 r— 1

2i,k-r-2i(kr

(1)

= i2>y;

(j-

r\l\(j - r - I - 1)!

If in
,'-1

r-0

1)!

i-r-l

i=0

V - 1)!
r\l\{j — r — I — \)\
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we putj —1 =j', « —2 =«', &—1 =£', we get
l'

(2)

i'—r

j'\

2l2ryj——-jrrC«'-j*#.'.*'-*-«.

r=o

Expanding

i=o rWIfj' — r — 1)1

and rearranging

(3a)

cr = £

(2) in the form yjrl0crC„'_2j',*'-r,

2'-2iCV,r_iCr_M,

we have

for r £/,

where z = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (r —1)/2 or r/2, according as r is odd or even;
(3b)

Cr = X) 22''—2iCJ-,2)'-r-iC2j--r_t,,-,
i

for r > /,

where i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (2;'—r —1)/2 or (2j'—r)/2, according as r is odd or
even. Since 2j' —r <j' if r >/', both forms are of similar type. Using the identity Cj>,r-iCr-i,i«= Cj>,iCj'-i,r-u (cf. [5], 2°, p. 178), we transform (3a) into
(3a)'

cr = £

2r-2iC)-.,CJ-_t-.r_2l-,

i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , (r -

l)/2,

or r/2.

We now prove that (3a)' gives us the binomial coefficient C2y ,r- Let 2j' objects be divided into j' pairs. To a set of r taken, let i pairs (i^r/2)
contribute both their members, while r —2i pairs contribute one member each..
The i pairs may be chosen in C,',< ways, the r —2i pairs in Cy-i,r-n ways; the
particular member from each of the latter in 2 ways. The total*number of
ways as i varies from 0 to (r —1)/2 or r/2 is the cTgiven by (3a)'. Similarly
the cr of (3b) can be proved equal to C2,',2,-'-r = C2,-',r. Thus (2) becomes (cf.

[5], 6°, p. 178)
2j'

(4)

X C2j',rC»'-2j',i'-r

= Cn>,k' = C\,-2,i—1.

By a similar process we prove
j-1

(5)

t-r-I

(J _ Y)\

XJ 2r XJ ,,, . .-:--~Cn-2j,k-r-2l-2

r=o

= Cn-2,fc-2-

z_o >"!/!(/ — r — i — 1)!

Hence
J

j—r

...

X) JLCi,rC,-r,lCn-2j,k-r-2l(kr

(6)

r_o i=0

— r —2l)2r~1 = j[Cn-2,k-l{k—\)
= j(n

-

k -

— Cn-2,k-2\

\)Cn-2,k-2,

which was to be proved.
6. Special involution curves for k = 2. We want to know what situations
arise when some or all of the j double roots in the special n-ic [§§2, 3, 4]
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coincide, as may occur for the involution curves of Wp. Definite results can
easily be obtained for k = 2. In the special «-ic let 2kx, of the roots coincide
in t\, 2k2 in h, • • • , 2km in tm, while m-2^w^
of the roots remain simple.
If x0 corresponds to the special n-ic, then as x, very near x0, turns about x0,
the roots of the w-ic corresponding to x are permuted according to the permutation
(1)

5 = (hlhi

■ ■ ■ hk^ihlht

' " " hk2) ' 1 ■ (tm,tm2 ' ■ • /m/fcm)(ri)(T2)

• ■ • (Tn-22fc;).

A corresponding permutation
2 takes place among the C„,2 pairs of t's and
t's chosen from the roots of the n-ic. As x approaches x0, a letter U chosen from
the ith cycle approaches the point Pi of N2, and rh approaches the point Qh
of N2. Likewise a pair (tjt!) chosen from the same cycle approaches the point
Ti of V2, a pair (t4i) from different cycles approaches the point ttu of V2, a
pair (tiTh) approaches the point pih of V2, and a pair (t„ts) approaches the
point ahs of V2.

We first seek what contribution P, makes to rjs due to permutations among
the &-ads
Let da be the lowest common multiple of 2£„ 2ki. The permutation S2ki carries
around Pi. The permutation induced by this among
the t's of the 1th. cycle is of period dn/2ki, and so consists of 4kiki/dn cycles
of du/2ki letters each. Hence the pairs (tJi) on ti are permuted likewise in
Akiki/du cycles of dn/2ki pairs each. The same argument is followed when we
consider a point Qh and pairs containing r's. Hence

= Z [4kikl/dii][d«(l/2kt+

1/2*,) - 2]

(2)

where i, I take all integral values from 1 to m, and where i<l in each term
of the first summation. We next determine
No points t», pa, o~hS
of V2 can
be branch points, since the corresponding permutations are powers of 5 which
leave fixed the t's and r's involved in each case. If tt, is a branch point, the
point (tit'i) moving around it must reach its original position by an interchange
of ti, ti. The corresponding permutation among the letters of the z'th cycle
must therefore be of period two and consist of ki cycles. As (t4i) moves around
tt„ it passes successively through the points represented by these cycles.
Hence each tt; counts once as a branch point and

(3)

= m.

Finally there are in the pencil of rc-ics 2(n —1) —Eüi(2^t
a double root each. Their contribution is

—1) members with
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i/o- vö = ]2(n - 1) - Z (2ki- 1)J[» - 3].

From (2), (3), and (4), we may easily determine p2 by Zeuthen's formula.
In concrete cases it is of greater advantage to know at once the effect on
V2's genus of the points jt,-, tt.-j, pih, ahs. Since a o>8is an ordinary simple point
of V2, and a p,„ is a simple point with a 2*i-point contact tangent r», our attention is concentrated on points tt,- and wu. The effect of either type is independent of the roots of the w-ic not appearing in the pair determining the
point. Thus jr<is best studied by considering a pencil of 2&t~icswhich contains
one member with a 2£;-fold root. By (2), (3), and (4), t]3= 0, vi =1, Vo—Vo

-(2*<-l)(2A<-3).
(5)

Hence
v~v'

= 4*<2- 8k{ + 2,

and

(6)

Pi = kt2 - 3ki + 2.

Since C2ki-i,2 is the maximum
we have proved the theorem:

value of the genus for curves of C2's order

Theorem 1. The point 7r,-introduced into Vi, if the pencil contains an n-ic
with a 2ki-fold root, is equivalent to (ki —l)2 ordinary double points in the calculation of the genus.
Theorem 2. If the pencil of n-ics contains a member with one 2krfold root,
and another 2ki-fold root, the point ttu introduced into V2 decreases the genus

by the number M = 2kiki —ki —ki-srf(ki, ki), where f(ki, ki) is the greatest common divisor of ki and kt. Since M may be written C2*,,2+ [2ki(ki —ki) —ki
+f(ki, ki)], the effect of tvu on the genus is that of a 2ki-fold point into which is
absorbed an extra number of double points equal to the number N in the brackets.

Note the symmetry of N in kt and k( —ki. To prove the theorem, we take a
pencil of 2(&,-+/ei)-ics containing one member (tSi)2ki(tSi)21". Substituting

2kiki/f(ki, ki) for du in (2), and using also (3), (4), we have
(7)
Zeuthen's

(8)

v ~ V = 4*,-2+ Uiki +

- Akt - Akt - 4f(ki, k{) - 2.

formula gives us

pi = ki1 + 2kiki + k? - 2ki - 2kt - f{ki, ki) + 1.

The maximum genus for a curve of F2's order is C»,+m,-s,*. Allowing for the
reductions (&,—l)2, (ki —l)2 in p2 due to ir<, 7r, respectively, we get 2kiki —ki
—ki+f(ki, ki) as the reduction due to tu.
We now construct several curves in order to give concrete examples of the

J. h. chanler
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Let us first consider the pencil \0(tt1)8\1(at)s, where /i = 0,

(aty^ao^+a.f+a^+a^+a^+a^+ae^+mt+oca.
ts

The equation

1

(af)8

(9)

of F27 is

0.

t-t'

If we put xB= tt', Xi = t+t', x2 = l, the point (Mi) on V27 has coordinates
(0, 0, 1); the line h has the equation x0 = 0; and the equation of V27, arranged
in powers of x2, becomes
x03 x23(cnx0

+

(10)

+

4a8Xi)

XaXiipiiX^

— aix07

+

— x02 x22(atXo3

2a4x04*i

+

3abx03Xi2

— a2XoeXi — asXo^xi2

— aiX0Xi6

— agXi7

+

3a6x02Xi

+

+

4a6x02*i3

— aix0iXi3

ba7x9x-?

+

— abx03Xii

+

5a7x0Xi4

10a8Xi3)

+

6a8£i6)

— a%Xo2Xi°

= 0.

The point (Mi) is shown to be a fourfold point on F27. The line h, counting
three times as a tangent line, meets IV in seven points here. If we put x0=y,
= 1, and use Newton's method of approximation, we find that in the
neighborhood of the origin (Mi), the curve has three branches of type y = Ax2
and one of type y = Bx. On a slight dislocation of the configuration every pair
of the three former branches intersect in two points, while the fourth intersects the others in one point each. This accounts for the nine double points

absorbed at (Mi).
We next consider the pencil X0(«i)8(%)2+Xi(/3/)10, where h = 0, t»= °°. If
we again transform to homogeneous coordinates, the point (M9) has coordinates (0, 1,0); the equations of h, h are x0 = 0, x2 = 0 respectively; and the
equation of V29, arranged in powers of xh becomes
ßioXi7x22 + ß9x0xiex22

+

x^x^ißgXo2

Xi3s22OW-4/38Xo3*2

— xi(ß0x0s

-

+

ßix0sx2

— ßiXo6x22

— 6ßi0x0x2)

+10i3i0*o2a;22)
+

+

x^x^ißrXo3

+ x12x22(ßsx05-3ß7Xo*x2

2ß%x0sx23 — 3ßixlsix2i

+ ßsx07x22 — ß&x0sx23 + ß1x9sx2l

+

— 5ß9xQ2x2)

+ 6ß9x03x22)

Aßi0x03x26)

— ß9x0*x25 = 0.

The point (Ms) is a double point; the two tangents coincide in t9, which meets
V29here in eight points. Putting x0 = x, xi = 1, x2=y, we find by Newton's approximation that the two branches at the origin (M9) are of types y=Ax4,
y = —Ax*, respectively. Each branch touches the tangent at a point of undulation. If the coefficients of TV's equation were very slightly changed, the
two branches would intersect in the four double points which are absorbed at
(M9).

We finally take the pencil X„(«i)6(«7)4+Xi(y010,where h = 0, h=<x>. The
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point (hh) has coordinates (0, 1,0); the equations for h, h are x0 = 0, x2 = 0
respectively, and TV's equation, arranged in powers of xh reads
7l0Xl6X24

+

79^0»l4»24

— Xo2Xi2x2(y1x0i

(12)

+

7e»o2*23

— X0XlS(y0X06

— y7x0x23

— 278o;oa;24 +

— 77X04»26 +

79^03»26

+

— JgXoX^

379*24)

37i0s25)

+

+

+

AjioX^)

ao2Xi*2(27o*o5

7i*o7*22

— 73#o6#23

— 72»04*2

+

75#o5#24

= 0.

The point (hh) is a fourfold point on F29, at which the four tangents coincide
in h, meeting V29in six points here. If we put x0 = x, x\ = 1, x2 = y, we find by
Newton's method that the curve has at the origin (Mr) two branches of types
y2=^4x3, y2= —Ax3 respectively. If we allowed these two cusps to change into
interlacing loops, we should bring into evidence the eight double points ab-

sorbed at (tih).
For higher values of k the same general method may be employed to determine 77,, 77/, but the application will naturally involve difficulties due to
the greater complexities of these cases.
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